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Abstract

Producers are basic subjects of the world commodity market which carry significant part of world economy added value. All industrial companies are working in hard competitive conditions. The modern feature of any company activity is global processes’ influence: competition from global companies’ side (transnational corporations), global preferences of consumers, necessity in production of standardization and high qualitative commodities, necessity in development of single global or regional marketing strategy and marketing mix. The modern state of industrial companies’ marketing management has been considered at the article, problems of marketing management dedicated to globalization and strong competition have been determined. Modern features of the globalization and its influence at marketing management of industrial businesses have been studied at the article.
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Actuality. Producers are basic subjects of the world commodity market which carry significant part of world economy added value. The modern feature of any company activity is global processes’ influence: competition from global companies’ side (transnational corporations), global preferences of consumers, necessity in production of standardization and high qualitative commodities, necessity in development of single global or regional marketing strategy and marketing mix. Any company has to decide what to produce, how much to produce, whom and how to sell its products, which level price to quote and how to act on competitive markets. Globalization has its influence first of all that local company gas to compete with transnational corporations and has to enter on global markets needs to standardize its marketing activity on all markets, taking in account only local differences on big markets. At the same time, external environment has influence I that way that companies have to take into account local peculiarities and change standard marketing mix tools.

Results of research. Economic globalization process consist in national producers use relative advantages of production in its own interests in others countries and therefore transforming at transnational corporations. Usual situation in international relations is strong competition for sales markets, for owning raw materials, for investments for political and economic influence. All types of activities become more global as geographical borders are washing out, scientific progress is accelerating, and marketing is going on the first place as a weapon for market conquer and mean for arrange of product sales in terms of global competition. In terms of global competition the demands to product quality from customers are increasing.

Globalization is the process of social, cultural, political and economic enhance of mutual dependence that has influence at business environment changes. The efficiency of the globalization from the marketing point of view has two basic company’s influence:

- Global market opportunities
- Global market threats.

Opportunities and threats that arise due to globalization make companies to adopt its organizational structures and marketing strategies. Global marketing
opportunities allow companies to get the way to world resources and expand activity on new foreign markets and thus increase competitiveness of the company. But from the other side, global marketing threats increase quantity of competitors and intensity of competition as well as increase probability market uncertainty. The combination of threats and opportunities of companies in condition of globalization allow customers to get most qualitative product for lowest price.

Globalization — it is the basic engine of technological and economic growth, a guaranty of market’s’ openings and free movements of capital, goods, labor and others resources.

So, globalization from the marketing side — it is objective process of company’s entering on global market, so it is activity of the company on most country markets where company faces with hard competition from the side of transnational corporations on global market. Taking into account this, it is necessary to produce standard products with highest quality by competitive price as well as using standard marketing-mix but nevertheless it is needed to take into account regional features of markets, competition and customers. In automotive industry most of car makers are global companies that have operations on majority of markets except companies with low resources availability and low quality.

The main point of marketing activity of producers is that companies have the opportunity to use single marketing mix on all different markets. Thus, the product has to be checked as on local market as on different foreign markets.

It is possible to underline the typical globalization factors: political, cultural, ecological, legislative, technological, marketing, human and financial.

**Political factors** refer to unifications problems and integration political systems to single global system.

**Cultural factors** are characterized by life styles integration and behavior models on the global level and universalization of minds and cultures.

**Ecological factors** are dedicated to environment situation, problem of savings and protection that are global phenomena.

**Legislative factors** relates to problems of unification of legislative regulations on the global level. The base of the global order rules — is the system of regulations that set up of legal norms complex which set global behavior of the company.

**Technological factors** dedicated to global researches, innovations and technologies. These factors are: global application of technologies, global scientific and technological collaboration, and scientific-technical progress.

**Marketing factors** — are factors of global markets, competitive strategies, marketing activities of companies with acknowledgement of global and regional
approaches, global logistic processes... In conditions of global resources usage, all produced goods become products made in the world.

Financial factors mean capitals’ movement, movement of property and resources allocation. Productive resources become more mobile, companies produce goods as much as closer to consumer markets. Global companies allocate own assets and investments there where it could be get profits as much as possible and as much as quick.

Human factors refer to free movement of labor in that way where its salary is higher and payments are quick.

In general, the modern market economy is functioning on the global market where distributive mechanisms are in force without taking in account countries’ borders. In fact it is the system that is based on transnational network of the company.

Internationalization and globalization of companies are executed mostly by external method by means of international agreements on mergers and acquisitions of foreign assets. It helps for quick and effective expansion on foreign markets.

It is natural for producers to have such strategy that is directed on seeking for strategic assets using NTP (progress in science and technology) achievements in the field of transport and information transmission. Such companies so called transnational corporations are getting new opportunities to find new market niches, beneficial location of foreign affiliates, production organization which is based on foreign technologies, productive capacities and cheap labor.

In globalization conditions the development of the company has several stages:

Stage #1. Activity on the local market. Company is working on the local national market with the aim to get profit. On this stage, company is not interested in entering foreign markets, especially when local market is quite wide by sizes and profits.

Stage #2. Trade on external market. Company reaches maximum of productive and marketing capacity, local market is getting narrow that is objective necessity to enter foreign markets by mean of export transactions.

Stage #3. Production organization on foreign markets. The moment is coming when the volume of export operations is increasing and/or foreign markets are protected by tariff and non-tariff barriers or because of logistic it is not profitable to sell goods which are produced on origin market of the company as well as if resources costs and production costs on foreign markets is more profitable, companies are arranging production of goods on foreign markets.
Stage #4. *Internationalization of the company.* Company is entering on the markets of several countries and is trying to consolidate all international operations. The specific feature is change of end products and row materials or half-processed goods between its own companies from different countries or/and with mother-company.

Stage #5. *Globalization in the activity of the company.* Companies are taking decisions as for globalization of all operations. Financial, marketing and productive operations are managed on central level.

Such development needs to create such marketing strategy that will allow providing efficient functioning of the company at any stage of globalization and movement to another stage on time. At the beginning three stages, the task of the company is analytic of external environment, making SWOT analysis and adoption of activity of the company. Effective strategy has to be pledged by efficient organizational structure, modern marketing system and management. The company needs to target at modern, high technological and competitive goods based on global standards, developing logistic and distributive systems which will enable quick communication with suppliers and clients. Special attention is needed to pay to marketing orientation and innovation development. So, it is possible to ensure competitive position for company on local market and create opportunities for globalization of its activity.

The main aim of the company under globalization conditions is to conquer of the competitive advantage that takes place under strong fight that is the feature of the world market functioning. For that reason, it is necessary to develop innovative products, global technologies, look after market changes, making forecasts regarding clients’ and competitors’ behavior. Therefore competitiveness of any company depends on skill of quick development of innovative products and sells them on the world market as well as advantages which any company creates and operates under states’ influence on any foreign market.

By the level of standardization of international marketing-mix there are two global marketing strategies: global marketing strategy and global-local strategy.

The global strategy us characterized by the development of standard marketing mix for similar markets and segments. The main advantage of this strategy is the possibility to economize because of production volumes non-differentiae goods and using general pricing policy, distribution and communications on foreign markets that makes costs much lower in compression with goods of big local competitor.

But, regional foreign markets are so different from the point of consumption culture that are using of standard approaches are enforced with smaller quantity of companies. The reasons for decrease in mass marketing application are connected with appearance of technological complicated goods, new methods of buying and its payments with enhance of competition. Therefore after all
opportunities of whole standardization are finished, companies have to shift to
global-local marketing strategy that means in standardization of main and adap-
tation of several secondary elements of marketing mix with taking in account fea-
tures of different countries. Global-local strategy allows from one side to econo-
mize resources and decrease expenses due to partly global standardization, but
from other side – adaptation of its activity with the aim of more efficient position-
ing of the products regarding conditions of local market.

The pillar of marketing activity of producer under condition of globalization
is consist of such elements: studying and researches of external environment,
competitors, clients, suppliers, market, development of logistic policy, competitive
advantages creation, product, price, communication policies, sales strategy, moti-
vation and studying. On global and local levels of company activity appears dif-
ferent tasks on marketing activity and therefore company needs to act different.
So, features of marketing activity in condition of globalization are determined in
the Table 1.

<p>| Marketing parts and activities of company on the global and local levels |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Marketing instruments           | Global level    | Local level     |
| Studying of external environment and its influence | High influence on activity of company that is different on different foreign markets. The necessity in studying on all markets. | Only influence of local forces, necessity in analytic and neutralization. |
| Competitors studying           | Strong competition, influence of different competitors on different markets. Plenty of competitors. Actions development on as global as local players neutralization on all markets. | The competition level is different depends on markets but average in comparison to world market. |
| Work with suppliers           | Agreements on the global level with global suppliers, the opportunity to get better conditions and decrease logistic costs. | Preferable work with local suppliers or representatives |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marketing instruments</th>
<th>Global level</th>
<th>Local level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Logistics</td>
<td>Close to all markets, warehouses locations, productions and supplier close to sales markets.</td>
<td>Logistics is built depending on production’s demand or trade, work «on situation»</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Products development</td>
<td>General product, last developments and technologies. The product is high qualitative and competitive.</td>
<td>Product is developed for particular market, more mobile productive policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pricing</td>
<td>Adopted price for any market.</td>
<td>General price for local market.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales</td>
<td>Standard channels and sales methods.</td>
<td>Standard channels and sales methods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicative policy</td>
<td>General policy but some tools are adopted as well as massages for every market.</td>
<td>Standardization on communicative policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>General policy is standard with small adaptation depending on labor market situation or market features.</td>
<td>General policy is standard.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trainings</td>
<td>General policy is standard with small adaptation depending on market features.</td>
<td>General policy is standard.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusions.** To sum up, it is possible to conclude that made analysis of company marketing activity in condition of globalization allows determining 2 contradictions. From one side, modern world is characterized by economic globalization which influences all subjects of world economy and leads to enforcement of its relationship. Globalization processes are followed by company expansion on international markets due to appearance of close type consumers in different countries because of similar tests and demands of clients. Appearance of similarity target markets leads to appearance of suitability to realize expansion of marketing strategies for international companies: from local sometimes multinational to global marketing strategy. But at the same time most of transnational corporations uses actions directed at individualization of marketing that is connected with necessity much full satisfaction of client demands in strong global competition conditions: from global marketing to niche marketing. Constant increase of local adaptation is taking place as well as decrease of global standardization with at the same time increase of long-term relationship, from single change of resources and information to constant communications in relationship marketing.
Such trends make producers to expand sales markets and fully satisfied individual demands of consumers.
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